The metabolic features of normal pancreas and pancreatic adenocarcinoma: preliminary result of in vivo proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy at 3.0 T.
The objective of the study was to analyze the metabolic features and distribution of normal pancreas and pancreatic adenocarcinoma while determining the biomarker of pancreatic cancerous process. Twenty-seven control and 29 pancreatic adenocarcinoma patients underwent breath-hold 3-T proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy. The ratios of lipid (lipid/InW), choline-containing compounds (CCCs/InW), and fatty acids (FAs/InW) to nonsaturated internal water (InW) of the normal pancreas head and body-tail region, with cancerous and noncancerous regions in pancreatic adenocarcinoma, were calculated. In normal pancreas, there were no statistical difference in the ratios of FAs to InW and lipid to InW of different regions, but CCCs/InW of body-tail area was greater than that of head (7.28 × 10⁻⁴ vs 3.23 × 10⁻⁴). In pancreatic cancer, FAs/InW and lipid/InW between cancerous and noncancerous region were different (3.44 × 10⁻⁴ vs 16.3 × 10⁻⁴ and 7.78 × 10⁻⁴ vs 36.3 × 10⁻⁴, respectively). Choline-containing compounds/InW in cancerous region was smaller than that in noncancerous region of pancreatic head cancer (1.62 × 10⁻⁴ vs 5.69 × 10⁻⁴) but similar to such region in body-tail cancer. Lipid/InW dropped in noncancerous regions (from 0.67 to 0.36), whereas there were no differences in FAs/InW and CCCs/InW between normal pancreas regions and noncancerous regions in pancreatic cancer. In normal pancreas, CCCs of body-tail region was greater than that of head. Whereas in pancreatic adenocarcinoma, CCCs, FAs, and lipid were all decreased in cancerous region, lipid in the noncancerous region was also decreased compared with normal pancreas. Lipid may be the potential sensitive biomarker for pancreatic cancer.